
 

 

Home Depot Bullish Positions Continue to Accumulate  

Ticker/Price: HD ($180) 

 

Analysis: 

Home Depot (HD) spreads active today selling 3000 August $140 puts to buy the August $200 calls in risk reversal 

spreads, paying between $1.50 and $1.75. Today’s action follows 500 August $150 puts sold to open on 3/31 for $8.85, 

showing confidence in current levels holding up. On 3/16, the August $185/$220 call spread was bought 6000X vs a sale of 

the $135 puts as well while the Sept. $220 calls bought for more than $1.7M on 3/13. The $196.6B home improvement leader 

trades 15.9X earnings, 1.8X sales, and 38.6X FCF with a 3.36% yield and one of the best ROIC in physical retail. HD has a 

solid balance sheet with only around 15% of their outstanding debt coming due in the next 12 months and recently taking 

advantage credit conditions to issue more with maturities from 2027 to 2050. HD has been the premium name in the space 

over the last five years with comps above 5%, a broader SKU assortment, and a dominant position in both DIY and 

professional. Analysts have an average target for shares of $239. Nomura with a $215 PT yesterday. They note that home-

center trends are holding up reasonably well in the new near-term normal. Loop Capital upgrading to Buy recently with a 

$235 PT. They think HD is being less impacted than most retailers based on the fact that its stores are expected to remain 

open as construction is considered an essential industry. They also think that HD could gain permanent share as small-

businesses are disrupted. CSFB noting that HD could bounce back in the 2H better than others given that this particular slow-

down isn’t housing driven, like in 2008, and could see a greater push towards remodel/refurbish for existing home owners. 

Short interest is 0.9%. Hedge fund ownership rose 0.55%. Aristotle Capital, Point72, and Castle Hook notable buyers. Insiders 

active buying stock as well on 3/9 with the CIO buying $1M at $210.78.  

Hawk Vision:  

 

Hawk’s Perspective: HD fits the high quality grouping and a Retailer less impacted from an accelerated shift to 

Online and store closures. The $175 is a key level to be trading against on a weekly closing basis. 

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 


